A number of high-current high-precision magnet power supplies have been installed at the proton storage ring at the Los Alamos National Laboratory Accelerator Complex. The units replace existing supplies, powering large dipole magnets in the ring. These bending magnets require a high-current supply that is precise and stable. The control and interface design for these power supplies represents a departure from all others on-site.
Intelligent Power Supply Design Overview
The new digital system consists of two linereplaceable units installed in the power supply itself that communicate externally through two sets of twisted-pair using an RS-422 communications interface. The control module can be replaced in the field from outside :he power supply which greatly reduces precious machine downtime. An additional major savings is realized by the simplification of the computer control and data collection systems. The LAMPF-standard interface to the 20 year-old data collection system. which is currently being phased out, involves complex analog multiplexors, discrete digital command lines and approximately sixty-one interconnecting wires. The new LAMPF digital system can be connected to any device that can transmit a serially encoded RS-422 signal on two twisted-pair of wires. The flexibility and cost savings are enormous.
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By placing the power supply system intelligence in the controller. it becomes possible to operate a power supply system locally in a stand alone mode or connected to interface. Both the RAM and ROM in the controller were specified to be no more than 50% utilized to allow future expansion. Almost all of the program source code is written in "C++". is designed in a modular fashion and can be modified and recompiled by the user for particular applications. A programmable "Watch Dog Timer" will place the power supply controller in a "Reset" and safe condition in the event of microprocessor "insanity".
Accelerator Control System Interface
'The Los Alamos National Laboratory Accelerator
Complex consists of a half-mile-long 800 MeV proton linear accelerator, a number of experimental beams lines to service tens of nuclear and atomic physics experiment experiments simultaneously and a Proton Storage Ring (PSR). The PSR is in essence a timeintensity compressor ring whose function is to accumulate a one millisecond-long pulse of protons and release them in a 250 ns pulse which impinges on a tungsten target. The collision releases copious amounts of neutrons which are collimated through multiple neutron beam lines to an additional tens of experiments. The accelerator control system is responsible for coordinating and controlling the thousands of components Lhat make up the accelerator complex. There are presently over 20.000 control points under computer control. In addition, an interface must be provided so that a full ASCII dialog can be performed when necessary. This capability is built into a special control channel that simulates a dumb terminal connection to the supply, see Table 1 below.
The existing conlrol system provides a "hook" into which we were able to attach these new intelligent supplies the pseudo device. The pseudo device. mechanism is actually a generic interface to the LCS run-time database [4] . The job of the pseudo device software is to allow database access calls used by all of the existing control system applications to access and control any piece of hardware without knowing its operating derails. The pseudo device must take w e of all derails, including any differences in the operational model of the target device and the LCS.
Analog control in the LCS is incremental. That is, any command value requested is assumed to be an increment to be added to the present setting of the device. This puts it clearly at odds with our new supplies' set point control philosophy. Pseudo device software must compensate for this. All analog data received from the supply are coded as a set of ASCII characters. It must be parsed and converted to floating point format before being sent to the control system database of application software. The supplies communicate wilh the control system via a LAT (terminal server) port. The control system must be able to obtain the address of the ports connected to each controller through the LCS data system. Diagnostic programs will be able to access all of the power supply command set through a special diagnostic pass-through channel for each supply. Commands, not just those known by the run-time database, will be accessible though a simple terminal emulator interface for remote mubleshooting from any ASCII terminal in the accelerator control room or in at locations along the ethernet backbone. 
LAT Protocol as the RS-422 Interface to the Accelerator Control System
Connection to the accelerator control system is through the RS-422 uplink. Power supply control protocol consists of seventy-five three-character ASCII commandd51.
The control system communicates with the supply uplink channel through a port on a terminal server connected to Lhe control system ethernet backbone, see Figure 4 Using a terminal server has several advantages. Power supply control scripts that can be stored on disk and edited by any ASCII editor are supported.
The application was written so that it can be ported to a VAX/VMS system. Except for the low-level serial porl interface routines, which are hardware-specific, the bulk of the C-language source code is reusable on the VAX.
